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PREFACEI
This paper was prepared by the Institute for Defense Analyses (IDA) for the Office3 of the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Force Management and Personnel) under contract

MDA 903 89C O)03, Task Order T-L7-516, issued 17 June 1987, and amendments. The

objective of the task was to facilitate development of quantitative relationships between the

capability of aviation units to perform their assigned missions and the levels of trainingg iresources (flying hours and simulator time) available to them.

This work was reviewed within IDA by Matthew S. Goldberg, Philip M. Lurie,

and Jesse Orlansky. Colin P. Hammon, one of the authors of this paper, is an IDA

consultant.
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I. INTRODUCTIONI
Over $10 billion a year is spent on the flying-hour program of all the military

Iservices. The flying-hour program is the key element in keeping pilota trained, but there is

considerable doubt about the validity of the way in which the flying-hour program is3 developed and about the value of maintaining flying hours at the current or other levels.

Flying hours are an attractive target for congressional budget reductions because money can

be saved immediately, as opposed to the longer spend-out periods for acquisition

programs. In an era of lower international tensions, there wiil be a tendency to reduce

flying.hour programs, perhaps dramatically. In this environment, it is important to have a

5 better idea of just what the implications of variations in flying hours are for the performance

of U.S. pilots, and for our ability to effectively mobilize aviation assets.

I1 This paper develops quantitative relationships between how much aircrews fly and

how well they perform important aspects of their missions. The research described here

responds in part to concerns expressed by the General Accounting Office and to

congressional skepticism about the impact of reductions in the services' flying-hour

3 programs [f1 and 2].

An earlier paper described the small body of r7.isting literature that has developed5 such relationships [3]. The following overall conclusions were reached:

"• Quantitative relationships that support the proposition that more flying results
in measurably better performance have been developed for both the Air Force
and the Navy.

" Additional flying appears to improvc airvrew performance in two ways. In the
short run, it hones skills and prevents their deterioration. In the long run, it
permits the attainment of a higher level of mastery that is reflected in better
performance. None of the existing analyses that were reviewed fully captures
both of these effects.

Data exist to develop additional 'inks between flying-hour activity and
measures of operational performance for a wide range of aircraft. Additional
research to build such links should be done.

The results of new statistical analyses that examined both the long-range and short-

range effects of flying hours on performance were reported in Reference [4]. Three



empirical investigations were reported. The first examined the quality of landings aboard
aircraft carriers for F-14 and A-7 aircraft. The second focused on the accuracy with which

Marine Corps aviators dropped bombs from AV-8, F/A-i18, and F-4S aircraft. The third

drew on the performance of F-14 fighters during opposed air-combat-maneuvering

exercises on an instrumented range.

The findings confirmed the existence of both short- and long-run positive effects of
flying hours on aircrew performance. Additionally, the relative magnitudes of these effects
were estimated. Table 1 summarizes the impact on performance of a 10% decrease in
flying hours from the current level, as reported in [4].

Table 1. Impact on Performance of 10%

Cuts In Flying-Hour Variables (Previous Analyses)

Performance Measure Career Flyn2 Recent Flying Total
Unsatisfactory Landings 6.9% 2.6% 9.5%
Bombing Miss Distance 1.5% 1.0% 2.5%
Air-to-Air Combat

Probability Red Kills Blue 6.3% 2.9% 9.2%
Probability Blue Kills Red -2.6% -2.2% -4.8%

"Source: Reference [4].
Notes: Red are aggressor aircraft; Blue are friendly aircraft.

This study reports the results of additional statistical analyses of both the iong- and
short-ternm effects of flying hours on performance. Two empirical investigations are
reported. The first examines the accuracy with which Marine Corps aviators dropped
bombs from AV-8, F/A-18, and F-4S aircraft. This analysis re-examines a research area
reported in [4] using an expanded database. The second addresses the performance oi C-
130 aircrews flying tactical airlift training missions. These analyses extend the previou.s
work in an important way. In addition to actual career and recent flying hours, both career

and recent simulator hours were available for analysis. Additionally, the C-130 .s a
multiperson aircraft, and it was possible to isolate the flying-hour effects on total mission

performance of different crewmembers.

Our findings confirm the existence of both short- and long-term positive effects of
flying hours on aircrew performance. We were also able to estimate the effect on

performance of Marine Corps pilot and C-130 co-pilot simulator hours.

The analyses and results of these investigation.s are discussed in Sections II and III.

Conclusions and recommendations are stated in Section IV.

2
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II. ANALYSIS OF MARINE CORPS BOMBING

The analysis reported here represents an enhancement of work reported in

Reference [4]. Because we were able to assemble a larger and more detailed database, the

results reported here are more detailed and robust than those of the previous analysis. Of

particular importance, we were able to isolate the effect on performance of flight simulator

hours.

Marine Corps Headquarters maintains a database that includes the information on

flying-hour history and, in some cases, performance needed to examine the existence of

statistical relationships between flying hours and aircrew performance. This information is5 part of the Naval Flight Record Subsystem (NAVFLIRS). Pilots fill out flight activity
reports after every flight. When this activity includes bombing practice on instrumented

ranges, the accuracy with which bombs were dropped may be included in the report. The

master NAVFLIRS database maintained at Marine Corps Headquarters also includes
information on the career flying and flight simulator history of each pilot.

A. DATA

Performance data were obtained for 1,003 bombing exercises flown by AV-8 and
F/A-18 fleet and flect replacement training squadrons. These were supplemented with5 performance data for 738 bombing exercises recorded directly on the NAVFLIRS reports.

The database is derived from bombing runs of three kinds of aircraft, AV-8, F/A-18, and

5 iF-4.

Both manual bomb deliveries and deliveries in which a computer fire-control

5system was employed are included, and every bombing exercise is identified as either

manual or computed. Computed deliveries are further broken down into automatic and

I Continuously Computed Impact Point (CCIP), two different modes within the capability of

The Navy also uses NAVFLIRS, but when practice bombing is performed, Navy pilots do not report
bombi-ig accuracy results to the database.. Marine pilots did report bombing accuracy Zor a period of
time when the system was frst implemented. In addition, one squadron recorded bombing accuracy on
the NAVFLIRS report for this study. NAVFLIRS hzs been in use since January 1987.

3



the AV-8 aud F/A-18 fire-control systems. 2 Each exercise (observation) consists of a

series of from I to 18 bombing runs by a single pilot on a single sortie where the same type

"o0 delivery (dive angle, delivery mode-automatic, CCIP, or manual-ordnance, etc.) is

performed. More than one exercise may be flown on a single sortie. Experience data were

taken, for all 1,741 observations, from the Headquarters database. Table 2 summarizes the

Marine Corps data.

Table 2. Data Used In the Analysis of Marine Corps Bombing

Variable Minimum Mean Maximum
Median Miss Distance (feet) 0 102 1,583
Number of Runs 1 4.6 18
Career Flying Hours 255 1,274 5,875
Career Flight Simulator Hours 0 79 256
Flights in the Previous 7 Days 0 3.2 10
Flying Hours in the Previous 7 Days 0 4.1 22
Simulator Hours in the Previous 7 Days 0 0.28 5.1
AV-8 Automatic Deliveriesa 0 0.20 1
F/A-18 Automatic Deliveries 0 0.25 1
Total Automatic Deliveries 0 0.44 1
AV-8 CUIP Deliveries 0 0.23 1
F/A-18 CCIP Deliveries 0 0.11 1
Total CCIP Deliveries 0 0.34 1
AV-8 Manual Deliveries 0 0.11 1
F/A-18 Manual Deliveries 0 0.05 1
F-4 Manual Deliveries 0 0.07 1
Total Manual Deliveries 0 0.22 1
AV-8 Flight 0 0.53 1
F/A-18 Flight 0 0.40 1
F-4 Flight 0 0.07 1
MK-76 Practice Bombs 0 0.77 1
Loft Delivery 0 0.03 1
Fleet Replacement Pilot 0 0.60 1

The lWzt 16 variables in the table are dichotomous. They either take the value one, showing
that an observation has the indicated property. or the value zero, showing that it does not. The
mean is the fraction of the observations that have the indicattmd property.

2 In the automatic mode, a target designation symbol is placed over the target on the pilat's head-up
display (HUD). The aircraft is then flown to the bomb release point where the bombs are
automatically released. In the CCIP mode, the impact point is continuously computed and displayed
on the HUD. The pilot steers the aircraft so that the display representation of the impact point is
superimposed over the target, and releases the bombs. Both the automatic and CCIP modes are mere
complicated than this explanation implies, and the pilot must also monitor many parameters, such as
dive angle, g-loading, altitude, attitude, fuzing, etc.

4



Three-quarters of tbe bombing observations represent computed deliveries. This

reflects the fact that a large majority of the AV-8 and F/A- 18 deliveries were computed.5 The F-4 does not have a computer delivery system. Of the 1,361 computed observations,
774 were automatic and 587 were CCIP. Approximately one-half of the automatic and

5 Ione-third of the CCIP observations are for F/A- 18 flights.

MK-76 practice bombs were used on three-quarters of the missions and actual3 bombs, or inert shapes-sand- or water-filled replicas-were dropped on the remaining

flights. The loft maneuver, which is generally less accurate than other deliveries, was used

on 3% of the observations. Sixty percent of the missions were flown by Fleet Replacement

Pilots (FRPs). These are pilots who are receiving refresher training prior to reporting to a
fleet squadron. They have either recently completed undergraduate flight training, have3 been in a non-flying billet, or are changing to a different aircraft type.

In addition to actual flying-hour data, the database included flight simulator hours,

I both recent and career, for each pilot we observed.

The median miss distouce of a series of bombing runs was chosen as the measure

of performance for two reasons. First, we did not have individual drop scores for the 738

observations recorded directly on the NAVFLIRS flight reports. Only the delivery type,

ordnance, number of runs, and the median miss distance are recorded on the NAVFLIRS

form. In order to use individual scores, we would have had to eliminate these 7383 observations, which included all of the F-4 and most of the fleet pilot observations.

Second, the median is the circular error probable (CEP);3 hence, it better represents the

probability of kill for a mulkibomb delivery. This is the reason given by the Marine Corps

I for recording the median rather than the mean miss distance on the NAVFLIRS flight
report.

B. ANALYSIS

9 The central hypotheses of this analysis are that pilots with more career flying and

flight simulator experience drop their bombs more accurately and that greater recent flying3 and simulator experience is associated with more accurate bombing. Subsidiary

hypotheses are that computed bomb deliveries are more acaurate than manual ones, and that

expericnce-both short-term and long-term-plays a smaller role in determining the

accuracy of computed deliveries than of manual deliveries. One of the effects of computer

3 The mediaw (Me) of a continuous random vajtiable X is defined as P[X < Me] a 1/2

5I



fire-control systems should be to bring pilots with less experience to a high state of

proficiency in a shorter time. Computer delivery systems are meant to increase accuracy.

It is also expected that bombing accuracy will differ according to the type of

aircraft. The newest aircraft, the F/A- 18, is expected to be the most accurate, and the

oldest, the F-4, the. least accurate. These hypotheses led to the formulation of the following

equation: 4

LnCE = bo + bl x LnHc x M + b2 x LnHc x A + b3 x LnHc x C + b4 x LnHcs (1)

x (A + C) + b5 x LnF7 x M + b6 x LnH7s x (1 - R) + b 7 x A x F18

+ b8 xC x F18 + b9 xM x F18 + blox A x AV8 + bl x C x AV8

+ b12 X M x AV8 + b13 x R + b14 x B76 + b 15 x L

where:

Ln = the natural log

CE = miss distance (circular error), the distance in feet by which the bomb
misses the target (CE is the median for a series of bombing runs. The
number of runs varied between I and 18.)

-c = career flying hours

16 = career flight simulator hours

F7 = flights in the previous 7 days5,6

Hs = flight simulator hours in the previous 7 days

A = a dummy variable taking the value 1 for automatic deliveries and zero
otherwise

C = a dummy variable taking the value 1 for CCOP deliveries and 0 otherwise

M = a dummy variable taking the value 1 for a manual delivery and 0 otherwise

AV8 = a dummy variable taking the value I for an AV-8 flight and 0 otherwise
F18 = a dummy variable taking the value 1 for an F/A-18 flight and 0 otherwise

4 Several variants of Equation (1) were estimated using the full database as well as v.rious subsets (i.e.,
manual only, computed only, computed F/A-18 or AV-8, etc.) The results of these analyses were quite
robust and did not depend on the particular sample. These excursions led us to Equation (1).

5 In a prevous analysis of carrier landing grades, the .,hort-ten experience variable was flying hours in
the previous month [4]. The 7-day variable was more successful in Equation (1) than the previous
month variable. There is no intrinsic reason why recently honed skills ought to depreciate at the same
rate for landing and bombing. It is, however, interesting that the bombing analysis was more senvitive
to the choice of a short-term experience variable than the landing grade analysis.

6 We estimated the equation using both flights and hours in the previous 7 days. The results were
essentially the same.
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R = a dummy variable taking the value of I for FRPs and 0 for fleet pilots

B76 = a dummy variable taking the value 1 for MK-76 practice bombs and 0
- otherwise

L = a dummy variable taking the value 1 for loft deliveries and 0 otherwise

I bo through b15 are coefficients to be estimated.

The coefficients bl, b2, and b3 measure the effect of additional career flying hours

on bombing performance for manual, automatic, and CClI observations, respectively. All

three coefficients are expected to be negative; better performance is reflected in smaller miss3 distances. The coefficient b1 is expected to be greater in absolute value than either b2 or b3
since we conjecture that the long-term effect is greater for manual than for computed

deliveries.

Similarly, b4, the elasticity of bombing accuracy 'with respect to career flight5 simulator hours for computed approaches, should be negative. Although we conjecture a

substitution effect between flying hours and flight simulator hours, we believe that

simulator hours are much more closely related to computed deliveries than to manual

deliveries. Most of a pilot's career simulator time is spent in relatively unsophisticated

trainers where the emphasis is on learning procedures rather than actual flying skills.

Proficiency in procedures associated with the fire-control system is a key to computed
bombing. An equation with separate coefficients for computed and manual deliveries was3 estimated, and the coefficient of career simulator hours was not significant for manual

approaches-the t-statistic equalled .2.

5 We also conjecture that b5 , the coefficient of flights in the previoas 7 days, shouli

be negative for manual approaches. The equation with separate coefficients for computed3 and manual deliveries was estimated, and short-term experience has no observable effect

for computed deliveries. The coefficients were statistically insignificant-t-statistics

equalled .57 and -.2 for automatic and CCIP deliveries, respectively.

An examination of the data revealed little variation in the value of simulator hours in
the previous 7 days for FRPs. This is consistent with the fact that all FRPs go through

essentially the same simulator syllabus, whereas recent simulator hours vary a great deal

for fleet pilots. We therefore included only recent simulator time for fleet pilots in the

estimating equation. The coefficient of this variable, b6, is expected to be negative.

We expect b7, b8 , blo, and b 1I to be negative, picking up the role of computed

bombing systems in improving accuracy. We also expect b7 and b8 to be greater in
absolute value than blo and b11 , respectively, because the F/A-18 has a newer, more

7



sophisticated fire-control system than the AV-8. Althougn there was not a consensus

among the pilots interviewed, many experienced pilots indicated that CCIP deliveries are

easier for beginning pilots to execute satisfactorily. We therefore expect greater accuracy

for CCIP deliveries than for automatic deliveries. We cannot predict the signs for b9 and

b12. These coefficients measure the difference in accuracy for manual F/A-18 and AV-8

deliveries relative to the F-4. Since the F-4 flies only manual approaches, we might expect
this aircraft-the only one of the three that is not explicitly identified by a variable in the

equation-to be no less accursti f for !n ,ial spi oaches than the AV-8 or the F/A-18.

R indicates a series of bombing runs flown by a Fleet Replacement Pilot. Because
FRPs are undergoing refresher training for one reason or another, we expect bomb
deliveries by them to be less accurate than deliveries by flett pilots.

P76 and L are control variables. We expect accuracy to be different for MK-76
practi aombs than for shapes or actual bombs, since the wind affects each differently.
The loAft maneuver is used for simulated nuclear deliveries, where the escape path is more
important than pinpoint accuracy. We expect the coefficient b15 to be positive.

We initially believed that accuracy might vary with the number of runs since we
conjecture that learning takes place during the mission. The number of runs for each

observation was inciuded in our preliminary estimates to control for this effect. However,
this variable did not contribute significantly to the explanatory power of the equation.

Table 3 includes our expeinations regarding the signs of the explanatory variables.

C. RESULTS

Equation (1) was estimated using weighted least squares with the number of runs
for each observation as the weight. 7 The equation was estimated in log-log form based on1
the observed form of the raw data and our a priori beliefs about learaing. We expect
learning to exhibit diminishing returns to the experience variables. The estimated

coefficients are reported in Table 3. The results shown in Table 3 are consistent with all of
the primary hypotheses discussed above. The results do not support our conjecture of

greater accuracy of the F/A- 18 relative to the AV-8.

7 The estimated equation explains about one-third of the variation in bombing accuracy. This means dtat
the equation cannot very precisely predict where an individual bomb will fall based on the explanatory
variables in Equation (1). The goal of this paper is not, however, to predict the location of individual
bomb deliveries; rather, it is to estimate the effect of flying hours on the average accuracy of a largenumber of deliveries. The statistical significance of the coefficients of the independent variables
indicates that it is adequate to this task.
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U Table 3. Determinants of Bombing Accuracy for Marine Corps Aircraft
(Median Miss Distance In Feet)

Dependent Variable: LnCE

Expected Value of
Indvemwdent Variable Co.ficient Sign Coefficient t-sntatitic

Constant 5.00 13.28***

Career Flying flours for Manual Deliveries bI - -0.1174 2.86***
(LnIMC x IVI)

Career Flying Hours for Automatic b2 -346***

Deliveries (LnHc X A) -0.1086

Career Flying flours for CCIP Deliveries b3  - -).0718 1.86*
(LnHc x C)

CCareer Flight Simulator Hours for b4  - -0.0243 2.96***
computed Approaces
(LnHc, x (A + C))5 Flights in the Previous 7 Days for Manual b5  - -0.0610 2.31
Deliveries (LuF7 x M)

Simulator Hours in the Previous 7 Days b6 - -0.1895 1.85*
for Fleet Pilots (LuH 7 s x (I - R))

F/A-18 Automatic Delivery (FI8 x A) b7  - -0.7461 1.95**
F/A-18 CCIP Delivery (F118 x C) b8 - -1.3463 3.25***
F/A-18 Manual Delive-y (F18 x M) b9  -0a 0.1492 1.50

AV-F automatlc Delivery (AV8 x A) blO - -.9946 2,66***
AV-8 CCiP Delivery (AV8 x C) bi 1  - -1.4655 3.69***

AV-8 Manual Delivery (AV8 x M) b1 2  4).3434 4.00***

Fleet Replactnmet Pilot (R) b13  + 0.8351 3.57***
MK-76 Practice Bomb (B76) b14 a 0.1891 4.54**

5Loft Delivery (L) b 1 5 + 1.4423 14.41**
Number of Obsrvatiens = 1.742
Adjusted R2 = 32

We have no hypothesis concerning the signs of these coefficients.
Significant at the. I level.

* Significant at the .05 level.5l ** Significant at the .01 level.

The coefficients of 63th die long-term flying-hour and simulator-hour variables are

"5I sutistically significant in the expected direction. Additionally, the long-term flying-hour

effect is significant but of a lower magnitude for computed bombing. For manual

bombing, additional flights in the previous 7! days improve performance. For fleet pilots,

miss distances also decrease with an increase in simulator hours in the previous 7 days.

As expected, automatic deliveries are more accurate than manual deliveries, and

CCIP drops are more accurate than automatic ones for the same type of aircraft.

g Surprisingly, both AV-8 automatic and CCIP deliveries are more accurate than the
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comparable F/A-I8 deliveries.8 F/A- 18 manual deliveries are, also more accurate than for
the F-4. However, this coefficient is statistically significant only at the. 13 level.

"Table 4 shows the p&itial effects and Alasticities at the mean of the experience
variables. The partial effect is the change in the circular error (in feet) associated with a unit
change in the independent variable. The elasticity of CE with respect to a given
independent variable is the percentage change in CE associated with a 1% change in the
independent variable. For the variables that appear in the estimatcd equation (Table 3), the

coefficient is equal to the elasticity. The elasticities shown in Table 4 are calculated as
weighted averages of the coefficients of the appropriate independent variables included in
Table 3.

Table 4. Partlul Effects and Elasticities of Circular Error With
Respect to Experlance Variables for Marine Corps Bombing

Inrevendent Variable Partial Effect Elasticity
Career Flying Hours (Hc) -0.0079 0.0982
Career Flight Simulator Hours (H,.:s) -0.0245 -0.0190Flights in the Previous 7 Days (F7) -0.4263 -0.0134Simulator Hours in the Previous 7 Days -28.1533 -0.0765

Some implications of the estimated results shown in Table 3 are presented
graphically in Figures 1 through 5.9,10 Figures 1 and 2 depict the effect of changing career

flying hours for fleet pilots and FRPs, respectively. II Figure 3 shows the effect of varying
career flight simulator hours for computed deliveries. Figure 4 shows the effect of
changing flights in the previous 7 days for manual deliveries. Figure 5 shows the effect of'
changing simulator hours in the previous 7 days for fleet pilots. In all cases, independent
variables other than the one being examined are held at their mean values.

8 Thc hypothesis that the oefficients are equal is rejected at the .07 to.0001 level, using sequential F-tests.
9 In order to grapý the estimated equation, we ma3& the transformation:

CE = exp(LnCE) = exp(b0)}l',, 1, 6 xi bi exp({. 7,7 15 bi xi}).
However, this is a biased estimate of CE because the mean of the transformed residual, which is non-
zero, is omittod. In estimating LnCE, we assume that Lnui is distributed normal with mean zero and
standard deviation s. This means that ul is distributed lognormal with mean exp (02/2). We chose the
value of s to equate the mean of the predicted equation to the mean of the raw data, yielding the
estimate s = 1.04. We therefore irclude the correction exp(.54). The transformed equation is therefore:
CE = exp(bo) l-hi 1, 6 xi bi exp{Ii = 7, 15 bi xi) exp{ .54).

10 In Figures 1-4, the first, third, and fifth points on the graphs correspond to the minimum, mean, and
maximum values for the independent variable, and the second and fourth points correspond to the
midpoints between those values. In cases where the minimum value was zero, a small constant was
added wo prevent the predicted value of the dependent variable from being itfinite. In Figure 5, points
were chosen in a somewhat different fashion to display the effect of variation over the range of the
independent variable.

11 The minimum, mean, and maximum valu -of career flying hours are greater for fleet pilots than for
FRR. This occurs because a greater percentage of the FRPs are first tour pilots.

10
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3" The career flight-hour graphs, and the chart depicting short-term simulator hours

(Figure 5) include seven curves, representing both computed and manual bombing for the

three kinds of aircraft (the F-4 only performs manual bombing). Figure 3 shows eight

curves-automatic and CCIP approaches for two aircraft types and both types of pilots.

Figure 4 shows only six curves, two for each type of aircraft---one for fleet pilots and one

for FRPs.

Two results are apparent from the graphs. Miss distances are smaller, in all cases,

for fleet pilots than for FRPs for the same aircraft and approach type. The marginal

improvement for an additional flying or simulator hour is greater for pilots with less
experience. These are the expected results. The second result is a characteristic of the
functional form of the estimated equations.

I Functional forms that did not exhibit this characteristic did not fit the data as well.

It has been suggested that these results indicate that pilots with more flying time should

3 practice less, and, generally, this does guide the flying-hour program to some extent.

However, the pilots with more experience are the flight leaders and instructors who train

5 !the less experienced pilots. Often they must fly to perform this job.
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D. SUMMARY

"The findings indicate that flying and simulator hours, both in the short-term and in
the long-term, have a significant effect on bombing accuracy. These results also confirm
what is generally believed about the effect on accuracy and learning of computer fire-
control systems. Although the results support our intuition concerning the effect of
advances in technology on learning and bombing accuracy, this does not necessarily imply
that automation can replace experience. Rather, it means that less experienced pilots can

master one aspect of the mission-placement of ordnance on the target-earlier in their

careers. The model does not capture the effects of experience on other very important parts
of the mission, such as evading opposing fire. Unless a pilot can get into and out of the
target area, accurate bombing has little meaning.

The results for the short-term variables are not as robust as those for the long-term
variables. The short-term effects appear selectively and depend more on the assumed
functional form of the estimating equation than do the long-term effects.

According to the estimates of the coefficients of Equation (1), if the number of
flights and flying hours were reduced 10% for a short period of time, the average miss
distance for manual bombing runs would rise by over .5%. If the meduction continued until
overall pilot experience was degraded by 10%, an additional increase of over 1% would be
incurred. The long-term effect on automated delivery accuracy of a 10% decrease in flying
hours would be about .75%. A similar decrease in career simulator hours would produce a

decrease in accuracy of .25%. It is interesting that, at the margin, a small increase in the
number of simulator hours improves bombing accuracy more than the same increase in
flying hours. Since simulator hours are less expensive than flying hours, this implies that
additional simulator hours are cost-effective. This, of course, may be true only for small
changes near the observed mix of flying and simulator hours.

These results are largely consistent with those obtained in a 1986 Air Force study
[5]. That study examined the relationships between flying experience and bombing
accuracy for the A-10 and F-16 aircraft. It found both long-term and short-term experience
effects with the long-term effects more pronounced than the short-term effects. They are
also consistent with the results of our earlier analyses of carrier landings and air-to-air
combat [4].

14
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I III. ANALYSIS OF AIR FORCE C-130 TACTICAL AIRDROPS

I1 This section reports the results of an investigation of the relation between C-130
aircrew experience and performance in the tactical airdrop mission. This analysis is3 particularly interesting because it treats a multiperson mission, and because we were able to
estimate the contribution of simulator hours to mission performance for one crew position.3! When mission performance depends on more than one person, it is generally more difficult
to isolate the effect of experience on performance for each crewmember. However, for this
analysis, we were able to separate the experience effects of the navigator and co-pilot.

The C-130 is a multiperson aircraft used by the Military Airlift Command (MAC)
for tactical airlift. Parachute drops of personnel and equipment into designated drop zones

(DZs) are an important part of the tactical mission. Proficient airdrop perfornmance is a

major tactical requirement for navigators, who are. graded on every practice tactical airdrop

mission. The primary objective measure of drop performance is the distance from the
intended point of impact (IPI) to the parachute landing point.

The missions include parachute drops of heavy equipment, container delivery

systems, personnel, and training bundles simulating these three drop types. Missions are3 flown by aircraft singly or in formation under both visual and instrument conditions.

The airdrop solution-aircxaft course, aircraft speed, and drop time-is calculated5I by the navigator, based on average parachute ballistics and dead reckoning. Information
used in computing the solution includes altitude, rate of fall, wind velocity and direction,

temperature, and DZ characteristics. Winds are critical and wind information is derived
from the pre-mission briefing, Doppler radar, observation of visual clues such as smoke,
and forward spotters.

Although the navigator is considered to be the key crewmember for tactical5 airdrops, precise coordination is required among all members of the crew. The navigator is
responsible for computing the airdrop solution, but the co-pilot cross-checks calculations
and serves as primary backup. The co-pilot and navigator confirm the desired offset

distance-the lateral distance between the aircraft track and the IPI. Over the DZ, the pilots
are responsible fof maintaining the track and offset distance from the IPI. The navigator is

responsible for picking the timing points, controlling the time to release, and cross-
checking the offset distance.

15



A. DATA

Data were obtained from Headquarters 314th Tactical Airlift Wing, MAC, Little
Rock Air Force Base. The database includes mission performance data and experience data

for pilots, co-pilots, and navigators from two operational squadrons flying C-130 aircraft

on tactical training missions.

Airdrop performance data are maintained at the squadron level for each navigator.
These data are used to evaluate and document individual qualifications and for selecting
Volant Rodeo navigators, who represent their squadrons in annual MAC competitions.

Experience data are maintained at the wing level, for all aircraft types, as part of the
Air Force Operations Resource Management System (AFORMS). AFORMS is an
automated computer database, which includes the flying-hour history of all aircrew
personnel by aircraft type and model, and individual flight records for the previous 12
months. Simulator time is included in both the individual flying-hour histories and daily
flight records. Unlike the Navy/Marine NAVFLIRS database, it is not possible to
reconstruct daily or even monthly flight histories back more than one year. At the end of
each month, the total flight histories ore updated and the individual flight ertries are
dropped for the earliest month (prior to one year).

Flight histories for the previous 7, 30, and 60 days were constructed from the daily
flight records. Daily flight data are recorded by individual, but it is possible to reconstruct
the crew for each flight using dates, flight times, and aircraft tail numbers.

Performance data were obtained for 938 low-altitude tactical mission drops.12 This
number was reduced to 808 single ship or lead aircraft mission drops. Formation drops are
made in accordance with the lead aircraft navigator. Although an attempt is made to adjust
the scores of following aircraft to eliminate lead navigator errors, wing staff officers do not
consider these adjustments to be reliable. They suggested that these drops be eliminated

from the database.

The database was further reduced to 477 observations because of missing data
points. For example, for a scored drop corresponding to the earliest individual flight
record in the AFORMS database, there are no short-term data (flying or simulator hours in

the previous 7, 30, or 60 days). The data used in the analysis are summarized in Table 5.

12 Although we could usually match the crews, we were unable to identify the co-pilot for an additional
460 observations. This preventd us from analyzing the co-pilot/navigator team effect For example,
if we were able to construct a complete history, we could include a variable that tepresents the number
of times in a certain time period that the navigator and co-pilot had flown together.

16



I Table 5. Data Used in the Analysis of Air Force C-130 Tactical Airdrops

Variable Minimum Mean Maximum

Circular Error (yards) 0 108 450

Co-pilot Career Flying Hours 74 794 3,431
Co-pilot Career Simulator Hours 0 80 175
Co-pilot FRyiijg Hours in the Previous 60 Day 4 61 133

Co-pilot flying Hours in the Previous 30 Days 0 30 77

Navigator Career Flying Hours 70 1,122 3,651
Navigator Career Simulator Hours 0 72 563I Navigator Flying Hours in the Previous 60 Days 2 65 135
Navigator Flying Hours in the Previous 30 Days 0 32 80

Night Dropa 0 0.30 1

I Heavy Equipment Drop 0 0.14 1
Training Bundle Drop 0 0.42 1
Personnel Drop 0 0.08 1

SContainer Delivery System Drop (Base Case) 0 0.36 1
a The last five variables are dichotomous. They either takc the value one, showing that an

observation has the indicated property, or the value zero, showing that it does not. The mean is the
fraction of the observations that have the indicated property.

* B. ANALYSIS

The central hypotheses of this analysis are that crewmembers with more career

flying and simulator experience drop more accurately and that greater recent flying

experience is associated with more accurate drops. Subsidiary hypotheses are that

deliveries made at night are less accurate than drops during the day and that accuracy varies

over different drop types.

1 1. The Tobit Censored Regression Model

The data show that drop scores, expressed as the distance in yards of the parachute

9 landing point from the point of intended landing (circular error) are distributed continuously

for drops outside of the 25-yard circle. However, the only score recorded at a range less

than 25 yards was zero (bull's-eye). This implies a mixed distribution, one which is

discrete for drops within 25 yards, with mass concentrated at the zero point, and

continuous beyond 25 yards From the appearance of the data, we postulate that a score of

zero indicates a drop inside the 25-yard circle, but are not sure exactly where within the

circle.' 3 This suggests a Tobit (censored regression) model. The Tobit model is defined

U by Equation (2).

13 This was confmned by the wing staff. Hits outside the 25-yard circle are scored as close to the actual

distance as possible. Hils within 25 yards are scored as a bull's-eye.
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Yi* B'xi + ui (2)

Yi = Yi* ;yi >c

Y= 0 oth ,rwise

where:

Yi*= tie tru - values of the dependent variable (circular error in yards for this
analysis)

B = a vectot of unknown parameters

xi = a vector of independent variables

ui = residuals distributed N(O, s 2)

Yi = the observed (reported) values of the dependent variable

C = the censoring poini (in our case 25 yards).

The censored regression m:odel is described by Amemiya [6], Maddala [7], and Greene [8].

An examination of the raw data shows that the observations beyond 25 yards

appear to be distributed as a truncated lognormal variable. Furthennore, if the observations
scored as zero were spread between 0 and 25 in a lognormal pattern, the overall distribution
would be lognormal. The lognormal distribution is related in a simple way to the more

familiar bell-shaped normal distribution. The random variable y is said to have the
lognormal distribution with mean expIrm + (1/2)s2 ) if the natural logarithm of y (Lny) is

distributed normally with mean m and variance S2.

The Tobit procedure treats the observations as if they were normally distributed,
with the censored observations falling inside the lower tail in a normal pattern rather than all
bunched at a single point.14 The Tobit model wos estimated using the DavidonlFletcher/

Powell maximum-likelihood algorithm [9, p. 176].

The hypotheses stated above and the analysis of the raw data led to the formulation

of the following estimating equation:

LnCE = b0 + b, x Hcpt + b2 X Hcpst + b3 x Hcp60 + b4 × Hit + b5 x Hnst (3)

+ b6 x Hn60 + b7 x N + b8 x Dhe + b9 x Dtb + bl 0 x Dpers

where:

lU = the natural log

1 4 We estimate the natural log of CE, which is distibuted as a normal variate.
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Jbii,

UI CE = drop accuracy (circular error), the distance in yards by which the
parachute misses the IPI

Hcpt = co-pilot career flying hours

Hcpst = co-pilot career flight simulator hours

SHcp6 = co-pilot flying hours in the previous 60 days

Hat = navigator career flying hours

IHst = navigator career flight simulator hours

Ha60 = navigator flying hours in the previous 60 days

N = a dummy variable taking the value I for a night drop and 0 otherwise

D-r = a dummy variable taking the value 1 for a heavy equipment drop and 0
3 otherwise

Dth = a dummy variabie taking the value 1 for a training bundle drop and 0
otherwise

Dpe = a dummy variable taking the value one for a personnel drop and 0
-- otherwise

b0 through bl0 are coefficients to be estimated.

3 The coefficients b, and b4 measure the effect on drop performance of additional co-
pilot and navigator career flying hours, respectively, holding career simulator hours
constant. Both b1, and b4 are expected to be negative-better performance is reflected in

smaller miss distances. The coefficients b2 and b5 measure the effect on mission
performance of co-pilot and navigator career simulator hours, respectively, holding career5 flying hours constant. We conjecture that circular error will decrease if either career flying
hours or simulator hours are increased while holding the other constant. We expect b2 and3 b5 to be negative. The coefficients b3 and b6 measure the effect on drop accuracy of co-
pilot and navigator flight time in the previous 60 days, respectively. We expect b3 arid b6

5 to be negative.

N, Dbe, Dtb, and Dpers ae control variables. Night missions are considered to be3 more difficult than day, and we expect b7 to be positive. The coefficients of Dhe, Dtb and
IDpers are measured relative to container delivery system drops-the only drop type not
included in the equation. We cannot predict the sign of the coefficient of Dbe (b8), based

on our interviews with experienced flight personnel. However, the hypothesized signs of
the coefficients of Dtb (b9) and Dpers (bl 0 ) are straightforward. The coefficient of Dtb is

expected to be positive because the wind affects a 30-pound training bundle much more
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than the heavier container delivery system loads. Since wind is one of the most critical and

least predictable factors, these drops are expected to be less accurate. We expect the

coefficient of D... to be negative since personnel are able to control their impact point to

some extent.

2. The Logit Model

In order to gain additional insight into the effect of experience on the probability of

scoring inside the 25 yard circle, we also conducted a Logit analysis. The binomial Logit

model is defined by equation (4).

log{ P/[ I - P1 ) = B'xi + ui (4)

where: P = the probability of success (in this case, scoring within the 25-yard circle)

B = a vector of unknown parameters

xi = a vector of observations on the independent variables-the same
observations of the independent variables used to estimate Equation (3).

ui = a vector of residuals distributed N(O, S2 ).

The binomial Logit model has the characteristic that the predicted probability of

success is constrained to be between zero and one, and leads to the probability of success

being an S-shaped function of the independent variables. The observed value of the
success variable is a dummy variable, D25, which equals I if the drop scored within the 25-

yard circle and 0 otherwise. The Logit coefficients are estimated using maximum

likelihood techniques. The binomial Logit is described by Amemiya [6], Maddala [7], and

Greene [8].

C. RESULTS

The estimated coefficients of Equations (3) and (4) are reported in Table 6.15 The

two co-pilot experience variables, Hcpt and Hcpst. cannot be estimated together because

they are co-linear. This occurs because co-pilots with more flying hours tend to have more

simulator hours as well. As a result, we were unable to separate the individual effect of
each variable. The equations reported in Table 6 include only the co-pilot flying-hour

15 Note that coefficients of the Tobit and Logit equatons are opposite in sign. For the Tobit equation, a
negative sign indicates better performance--the effect is to decrease miss distance. For the Logit
equation, a positive sign means better performince--he effect, is to increase the probability of landing
within the 25-yard circle.
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variable. This means that the estimated effect of more flying hours includes the effect of

additional simulator hours that usually go along with them. A model that does unscramble

these two effects is discussed in subsection C.

I Table 6. Determinants of C-130 Drop Accuracy for Lead Aircraft
(Tobit and Logit Estimates)3 Dependent Variable:

Ln(CE) D2

Independent Variable: Tobit Model Logit Model
Constant 4.51 -3.27

(32.1)*** (5.89)***
Co-pilot Career Flying Hours (Hpt) -0.10924E-03 0.33198E-03

(1.79)* (1.49)
Navigator Flying Hours in -0.33751E-02 0.201 1OE-01

the Previous 60 Days (Hn60) (2.22)** (3.27)'**
Night Flight (N) 0.25005 -0.59405

(2.98)*** (1.70)*
Heavy Equipment Drop (Dbe) 0.48735 -1.06939

(4.29)*** (1.91)*U Training Bundle Drop (Dtb) 0.27919 -0.57125(3.28)*** (1.82)m

Personnel Drop (Di,,) -1.0149 2.6134
(8.48)*** (6.56)***

Standard Deviation (s) 0.7925
(24.6)***

Number of Observations 477 477
Partial (CE or D25 wrt Hpt)a -0.0134 0.435E-04
Partial (CE or D25 wrt Hn60)a -0.3657 0.264E-02
Note: Numbers in parentheses art. t-statistics.
a Calculated at the mean.
* Significant at the .10 level.

** Significant at the .05 level.
Significant at the .01 level.

The partial effects of circular error-and of the probability of scoring within the 25-

yard circle--with respect to the experience variables are also shown in Table 6. The partial

ef'ect is the marginal change in CE for the Tobit equation-the marginal change in the

Prob[CE < 25] for the Logit equation-associated with a one-hour change in either of the
flying-hour variables.

1. Tobit Results

Neither the short-term co-pilot nor the long-term navigator variables were

significantly related tc performance. The coefficients of both the long-term co-pilot and
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short-term navigator flying-hour variables are statistically significant in the expected

direction. 16 The coefficients of the control variables are statistically significant with the

expected sign where we were able to predict the sign. We have no hypothesis concerning

heavy equipment drop accuracy compared to container delivery system drops except that
we expect them to be different. As it turns out, the coefficient of Dhe is positive and highly

signhicant.

2. Logit Results

Equation (4) was estimated using the Newton algorithm [9, p. 151]. The
coefficient of the navigator short-term flying-hour variable is statistically significant in the
expected direction. The coefficient of co-pilot total flying hours has the expected sign, but
is only significant at the .12 level. The partial effects of miss distance with respect to all

experience variables have the expected signs. The coefficients of the control variables are
statistically significant at the .1 level or better and have the expected signs.

The estimated Tobit results shown in Table 6 are presented graphically in Figures 6
and 7. Figure 6 depicts the effect of changing co-pilot career flying hours, and figure 7
shows the effect of changing navigator flying hours in the previous 60 days.17

I

16 We estimated the equation using different experience variables for the co-pilot and navigator. The
variables shown in Table 6 reflect those combinations of variables that influence accuracy and do not
exhibit serious colinearity. The short-term experience variable was flying hours or flights in the I
previous 7 days for the analysis of bombing accuracy. The 60-day variable was more successful in
Equation (3). There is no intrinsic reason why recently honed skills ought to depreciate at the same
rate for all flying activities. It is, however, interesting that different aircraft, crew positions, and I
mission equipment ar. sensitive to differences in the choice of a short-term experience variable. The
issue of skill depreciation for different aircraft and missions should perhaps be pursued in follow-on
research.

17 In order to graph the estimated equation we made the transformation:

CE = exp(LnCE) = exp{J, bi xi).
However, this is a biased estimate of CE because khe mean of the transformed residual, which is non-
zero, is omitted. Recall that for Lnui distributed N (0,62), then ui is distributed lognormal with mean
exp(O + (s 2/2). We therefore include the correction exp(s 2/2) where 8 is the estimated stAdard
deviation calculated by the Davidon/Fletcher/Powell algorithm used to estimate the Tobit model. The
tansformed equation is therefore: I
CE = expX•Y. bi xi) exp 1s2 /2).
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D. CO-PILOT SIMULATOR HOURS: AN EXCURSION

In order to unscramble the individual effects of the co-pilot flying and simulator

hours, the ratio of co-pilot simulator to flying hours was added to the right side of Equation

(3). The interpretation of this variable is straightforward. We estimate the effect of

changing flying hours while holding the ratio of simulator hours to flying hours constant.
We also estimate the effect of changing simulator hours while holding flying hours

constant. Although all other terms were statistically significant with the expected signs, the
ratio term had the correct sign but was not statistically significant. We then estimated the

following equation.

LnCE = b0 + b, x Hcpt + b2 x (LnHcpst/LnHpt) + b3 x Hn6O + b4 x N (5)

+ b5 x Dbe + b6 x Dtb + b7 x Dpers

The variable definitions for Equation (5) are the same as for equation (3) and b0 through b7

are the coefficients to be estimated.

The hypothesized signs of the coefficients are the same as for Equation (3), with the
addition of a conjectured negative sign for the coefficient (b2) of the ratio term. In this
model, the coefficient of H 1pt measures the effect on miss distance of changing co-pilot

career flying hours while holding the ratio of the natural logs of simulator and flying hours
constant. The numeric value of the coefficient b2 is not as easy to interpret as it would be

for the ratio Hcpst/lHcpt. However, since the natural log is a monotonically increasing
function of the variable itself, the two ratios move in the same direction with changes in
Hcpst or Hcpt. The coefficient b2 then measures the effect on miss distance of a change in
the natural log of simulator hours while holding co-pilot career hours constant. We can
therefore measure the change in miss distance associated with a change in either flying or
simulator hours. 18

The estimated Tobit and Logit coefficients of Equation (5) are reported in Table 7.

18 The ratio term LnHcpgt/LnHcpt is correlated much less with Hcpt than is Hcps, itself. Although the
significance of the ratio term coefficient indicates that conditioning of the data maix is no: a problem,
we tested the model for ill-conditioning of the data matrix (X), using the singulAr-value decomposition
of X method described by Belsley, Kuh, and Welsch [10]. The results of this test-all condition
numbers less than 8 and no large correlations-indicate that the X matrix is well-conditioned. The data
matrix using this formulation is also better conditioned than for the equation using the ratio of
simulator to flying hours.
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i Table 7. Determinants of C-130 Drop Accuracy for Lead Aircraft:
An Excursion (Tobit and Logit Estimates)

i Dependent Variable:
Ln(CE) D25

Independent Variable: Tobit Model Logit Model
Constant 4.99 -6.66

(15.6)*** (4.89)***

Co-pilot Career Flying Hours (1tcpt) -0.16113E-03 0.74676E-03
(2.31)** (2.83)***

Ratio of the Logs of Co-pilot -0.64142 4.5110
Simulator to Actual Flying Hours (1.69)* (2.77)***I (Ln(Hcpst)/Ln(Hcpt))

SNavigator Flying Hours in -0.35265E-02 0.19507E-01
the Previous 60 Days (Hn60) (2.35)** (3.12)***

Night Flight (N) 0.23297 -0.47437I (2.79)*** (1.35)
Heavy Equipment Drop (Dhe) 0.49115 -1.1303

(4.38)*** (2.00)**

Training Bundle Drop (Dtb) 0.29107 -0.74619
(3.40)*** (2.26)**

Personnel Drop (Dien) -0.97429 2.3998
(8.04)*** (5.93)***

Standard Deviation (s) 0.7891
(24.6)***

Number of Observations 477 477
Partial (CE or D25 wrt Hcpt) -0.89E-02 0.247E-04

Partial (CE or D25 wrt Hcps) -0.1311 0.11IE-02

Partial (CE or D25 wrt Hn60) -0.3851 0.256E,)2
Note: Numbers in parentheses are t-statistics.
* Significant at the .10 level.

S Significant at the .05 level.
*** Significant at the .01 level.

5 1. Tobit Results

The coefficients for the long-run co-pilot and short-run navigator flying-hour3 variables are statistically significant in the expected direction, as is the coefficient of the

ratio of the natural logs of co-pilot simulator and flying-hour term. The coefficients of the

3 control variables are statistically significant with the expected signs.

The partial effect of miss distance with respect to co-pilot simulator hours is

-.1311 compared to -.0089 for co-pilot flying hours. This implies that an additional

simulator hour reduces miss distance by more than an additional flying hour. Although this

implies a substitution effect between flying and simulator hours, it does not mean that the

apparent greater benefit of career simulator hours will hold true except near the observed
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levels of the independent variables. As Table 5 shows, co-pilot. average ten times more

flying hours than simulator hours.

2. Logit Results

The coefficients of all experience variables, including total co-pilot flying hours, are

significant at the .01 level and have the expected signs. The coefficients of the control

variables are statistically significant at the .05 level except for the night dummy, and all

have the expected signs.

The model specified by Equation (5) allows us to separate the effects of co-pilot

flying and simulator hours, and therefore to gain some insight into the substitution effect

between flying and simulator hours. However, the functional form has one undesirable

mathematical property. The miss distance is not a monotonically decreasing function of co-

pilot career flying hours throughout the range of co-pilot flying hours. This means that the

estimated equation predicts that miss distance increases with increasing co-pilot flying
hours for values of flying hours less than approximately 300. For larger values, which
includes most of the observations, the function is well behaved, and miss distance

decreases monotonically with increasing co-pilot flying hours.19

The Tobit results for co-pilot simulator hours are shown graphically in Figure 8.

E. SUMMARY

Our analysis of C-130 tactical airdrop performance shows that, as with Marine

bombing accuracy, flying time--both short- and long-term--makes a significant difference

in performance.

There is an important difference in these results, compared with the analysis of

Marine Corps bombing, as well as with other programs we have analyzed. In those
analyses, most of the impact of changes in experience on performance appeared to operate

through the long-term experience variables. Although the long-term variable is more

important than the short-term for the co-pilot-flying hours in the previous 30 or 60 days

was not a significant variable-this result was reversed for the navigator.

19 Miss distance dc.s decrease monotonically with increasing co-pilot career simulator hours throughout
ihe range of both flying and simulator hours. In addition, if the ratio of simulator hours to flying
hours is held coustant, as is the case if we assume the current simui Ator/flying.hour mix, the function
is well-behaved with respect to dcanges in co-pilot career flying hours.
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Figure 8. C-130 Tactical Drop Error Versus Co-pilot Career Simulator Hours

For the C-130 analysis, the short-term navigator variable is a more important

I determinant of performance than any of the long-term variables we examined. In fact, the

long-term navigator variable is not a significant determinant of drop accuracy. Although

this is different from our other findings, it is in agreement with the intuition of experienced

navigators we interviewed. Based on their experience, they expected the short-terma

navigator variable to have a much greater effect on performance than career flying

experience for either the navigator or the co-pilot. The primary reason given for this was

that Lactical air drops, though an important part of the mission, are only one aspect of the

overall navigator mission. The navigators offered the explanation that if we coudd examine

missions that more nearly reflect the total demand on navigators, the effect of long-term

5 experience would show up. One factor mentioned was that many of our observations

represent flights to familiar ranges. The navigators are therefore not fully tested in their

3 ability to navigate into the DZ and execute the mission in unfamiliar wind and terrain

conditions.

3 A second important difference between these findings and those of Reference [4] is

that co-pilot simulator hours have a significant effect on performance. As Table 7 shows,3 the marginal (partial) effect at the mean of the data is estimated to be greater for simulator
hours than for flying hours. Since simulator hours are less expensive than flying hours,

I
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this implies that at the current mix and levels of flying and simulator hours, additional
simulator hours are cost-effective. Keep in mind that these results are only valid in the
range of the observations.

Figures 9 and 10 show the effect on miss distance, in three dimensions, of changes
in co-pilot career flying and simulator hours. Figure 9 shows the effect of a 10-hour
change in flight and/or simulator time centered on the variable means. Figure 10 is an
expanded view. These graphs show the potential for changing average miss distance by
changing co-pilot career flight or simulator hours individually or in combination.

The model defined by Equation (5) provides us with both an analytic and a policy
tool. It enables us to unscramble the effects of simulator and flight hours. It also gives us
a means of analyzing the rlative cost-effectiveness of each.17

Circular Error

110/ 75 7 73791"789

79 1 9 75 Mean

Mean 83 799
(' ;c-pilot Simulator Hours 85 Co-pilot Flying Hours

Figure 9. Change in Miss Distance with Change= In Co-pilot Flying and
Simulator' Hours at the Variable Means

20 It is speculative whether the representation shown in Figure 10 would hold true throughout the full
range of both variables without further analysis. Because of the existing limited variation in the ratio
of simulator to flying hours, it would probably be necessary to conduct some controlled
experimentation to fully test the effects shown in Figure 10.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

3 A. CONCLUSION57

EIi'isting data on penormance can be tised to deveIop relationships between aircrew
peffoimance and beth long-terni and short-term experience vaiiables that reflect the impact
of variations in the flying-hour program. The followir.g conclusions can be drawn from
the analyses presened here:

I The accuracy of Marine Corps bombing is influenced by the number of hours
flown by pilots, both recently, and over the course of their careers. Pilot flight
simulator hours influence performance significantly for Marine Corps
bombing, and simulator hours appear to be cost-effective in this instance.

* A 10% reduction in flying hours, both career and recent, is estimated to
II decrease bombing accuracy by about 2% for manual bomb deliveries. For

computed bomb deliveries, a 10% decrease in flying hours is estimated to3 increase the average circular error by only .75%.

The performance of MAC aircrews in tactical air drops is significantly related
to co-pilot career flying and simulator hours, and simulator hours appear to be
cost-effective in this instance. We were not able to show a significant effect of
simulator hours on performance for other crew positions. The number of
hours flown by the navigator in the previous 60 days is a significant
determinant of crew performance. The apparent absence of an effect on
performance of navigator career hours is an anomaly. This may be explained
by the fact that the observed drops do not fully capture the navigator's
contribution to the total mission.

* If C-130 navigator flying hours were reduced 10% for a period of 2 months,
the average tactical airdrop miss distance would increase by approximately
2.5%. If the reduction in total flying hours continued until total co-pilot
experience was degraded by 10%, holding co-pilot simulator hours constant,
we would expect an additional increase in miss distance of approximately .5%.
If co-pilot simulator hours were decreased by 10%, holding flying hours
constant, the expected increase in circular error would be nearly 1%. The
elasticity, at the mean, of miss distance with respect to simulator hours is
greater than for flying hours by a factor of two, but the marginal effect is much
greater. This means that, at the current mix of flying and simulator hours, we
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estimate a substantially greater return for an additional simulator hour than for
an additional flying hour.

"If C-130 navigator flying hours were reduced, in the short-term, by 10%, the
probability of a tactical airdrop landing within a 25-yard circle would decrease
by approximately 11%. If the reduction in total flying hours continued until
co-pilot total experience was degraded by 10%, holding co-pilot simulator
hours constant, an additional decrease of 1% would be incurred. The effect of
a 10% decrease in co-pilot simulator hours, holding flying hours constant,
would be to decrease this probability by 6.5%.

" For Marine bombing, the long-term effects of flying hours on performance
appear to be quantitatively more important than the short-term effects. This is
consistent with previous findings for Navy carrier landings and air-to-air
combat [4]. This means that in an emergency it would be difficult to remedy
an inadequate level of training. The availability of aircraft and of training
ranges would also constrain the ability to improve performance quickly. This
is in agreement with the findings of our previous analyses and for the C-130
co-pilot flying hours. It is not in agreement with our findings for C- 130
navigators.

Table 8 summarizes the impact on performance of a 10% reduction in flying hours

from the current level. The carrier landing and air-to-air combat findings from Reference

[4] are repeated for comparison.

Table 8. Impact on Performance of 10% Cuts In Flying-Hour Variables

Career Recent Toia Caeer
Performa'•ce Measure ýFlyin Flying Flying Simulator

Marine Corps Bombing Miss Distance 1.2% 0.6% 1.8% 0.25%
C-130 Tactical Airdrops

Co-pilot 0.5% 0.5% 1.0%
Navigator 2.3% 2.3%

Total 0.5% 2.3% 2.8%
Unsatisfatory Landings" 6.9% 2.6% 9.5%
Air-to-Air Combata,b

Probability Red Kfils Blue 6.3% 2.9% 9.2%
Probability Blue Kills Red -2.6% -2.2% -4.8%

a Sourre: Reference [4).
b Red are aggressor aircraft; Blue are friendly rircraft.

Existing evidence can be used to help justify flying-hour programs, since it shows

that flying hours make an objectively measurable difference, but the results are not easily

generalized. Results differ considerably by mission and aircraft, and many missions and
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' aircraft have not been analyzed. Also, the wisdom of spending more on flying hours

depends not only on the improvement in performance, but on both the value of that

improvement and the cost of achieving it in different ways.

* IB. RECOMMENDATIONS

A start has been made in linking flying hours to indicators of aircrew proficiency.

3 Analysis of objective data has shown that, in all the cases studied, reductions in flying

hours will lead to measurable degradations in mission performance. Still, there is much

work to be done. The kinds of relationships developed in this paper are not, by

themselves, adequate for the task of determining how many flying hours are enough.

Further studies along the lines of this analysis are needed to detennine quantitative

relationships between short- and long-term flying and simulator hours and performance for

a broader range of missions, aircraft types, and crew positions. Such analyses should

include:

0 Studies designed to gain a better understanding of the cost-effectiveness
implications of changes in flying-hour budgets for different missions, aircraft
types, and crew positions.

3 Analyses aimed at further documenting the combined effects of simulator and

actual flying hours on performance.

Little analysis has been performed that addresses the cost-effectiveness of flying-

hour budget reductions. Savings in flying-hour budgets may result in higher costs in other

areas. These higher costs may be borne in peacetime or may not show up except in

combat. The most obvious additional peacetime cost is that associated with increased

accident rates. Planes and pilots lost in accidents must be replaced, and both aircraft and

pilot training are very expensive. In addition, a recurring observation made by aircrew

personnel during our interviews was that they must fly with some minimum frequency,

which they perceive as a safe level, or they will not remain in the service. Reduced aircrew

retention increases training costs. A reduced level of aircrew experience also adversely

affects readiness.

Decreased performance in combat is likely to be associated with lost aircrew

personnel, aircraft, and ships. Achievement of combat objectives may require larger forces

or more sorties. These costs should be measured and compared with proposed flying-hour

budget savings. Both Marine Corps bombing and air-to-air combat lend themselves to this

type of analysis.
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The second type of analyses should address the interaction betwcen flying hours

and simulator hours.

Our work has tended to support the importance of adequate flying-hour budgets,

but the defense budget is extremely tight today. Our preliminary findings on the cost-

effectiveness of simulator time needs to be examined further. While statistical studies of

additional aircraft are desirable, our research indicates that lack of variability in the pattern

of simulator use may make analysis difficult. A series of experiments that varies simulator

use across crewmembers is needed to clarify the proper mix of flying time and simulator

time.
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ABBREVIATIONS

AFORMS Air Force Operations Resource Management System

CCIP Continuously Computed Impact Point

CEP circular error probable

DZ drop zone

FRP Fleet Replacement Pilot
HUD head-up display
IDA Institute for Defense Analyses

IPI intended point of impact
MAC Military Airlift Command

NAVFLIRS Naval Flight Record Subsystem
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